Haemodynamic factors and the important role of local low static pressure in coronary wall thickening.
BACKGROUND/STUDY OBJECTIVES: The purpose of our study was to investigate the possible correlation between blood flow physical parameters and the wall thickening in typical human coronary arteries. Digitized images of seven transparent arterial segments prepared post-mortem were adopted from a previous study in order to extract the geometry for numerical analysis. Using the exterior outline, reconstructed forms of the vessel geometries were used for subsequent computational fluid dynamic analysis. Data was input to a pre-processing code for unstructured mesh generation. The flow was assumed to be two-dimensional, steady, laminar with parabolic inlet velocity profile. The vessel walls were assumed to be smooth, inelastic and impermeable. Non-Newtonian power law was applied to model blood rheology. The arterial wall thickening was measured and correlated to the wall shear stress, static pressure, molecular viscosity, and near wall blood flow velocity. Wall shear stress, static pressure and near wall velocity magnitude exhibit negative correlation to wall thickening, while molecular viscosity exhibits positive correlation to wall thickening. There is a strong correlation between the development of vessel wall thickening and the blood flow physical parameters. Amongst these parameters the role of local low wall static pressure is predominant.